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Introduction

The new, online Clinical Competency Examination (CCX) software is an all-inclusive,
performance-based assessment program. CCX gives the ability to evaluate users’ deci-
sion-making process after they “work-up” either a Standardized Patient or a Virtual
Patient.

CCX provides the tools needed to 1) prepare patient content, 2) set evaluation criteria
and performance standards, 3) collect data on users’ decisions in working up the
patient  (e.g., the user’s list of pertinent findings, the differential, diagnostic studies or-
dered, the final diagnosis with diagnostic justification, and the plan for managing the
patient’s problem), 4) create checklists for Standardized Patients to evaluate their inter-
action with the examinee, and 5) analyze and grade user records.  Additionally, the
new CCX software provides ten (10) Virtual Patient cases from which users can collect
patient history data and conduct the physical examination when Standardized Pa-
tients are not available. 

This manual provides detailed instructions for how to use each component of the CCX
software. In the pages that follow, we explain how to use the CCX Management Utility
to prepare patient content and set the evaluation criteria,  including checklists for
Standardized Patients and standards for Virtual Patients cases. Instructions for using
the Record Utility provide details on how to set performance standards, analyze and
grade an individual user’s record, and review the performance data for a group of
users who completed the same case.

J. Hurley Myers, PhD
President & CEO
DxR Development Group, Inc.
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The CCX Software package provides a mechanism for testing and evaluating users'
clinical competency, in working up a patient problem, using either a standardized
patient or a ‘virtual’ patient case. The components that you will use will vary
slightly, depending on whether the user sees a Standardized Patient or encounters
a ‘Virtual’ Patient to gather the patient history and physical exam data. 

CCX Components

Case Editing - Instructors enter patient case information and set performance
standards that will shape the Clinical Competency Exam that users take. Instruc-
tors will determine which tasks students are expected to perform in the case and
the criteria used to evaluate student performance on each task.

Clinical Competency Exam (CCX) Case Software - Users document the patient
case data that they gather in each step of their clinical investigation, either after an
encounter with a Standardized Patient (SP) or from a Virtual Patient (VP) case. 

Standardized Patient (SP) Checklists are used only if the examinee saw a stan-
dardized patient to gather history and physical exam data to document in the
Clinical Competency Exam. The standardized patient will answer a list of questions
about items the examinee did or did not cover in gathering the medical history
and conducting an initial physical exam. Checklists may also pose questions that
relate to the standardized patient’s satisfaction level with the user. Results will be
available for evaluation by the instructor.

Evaluate Records - Instructors evaluate user responses and, when applicable, stan-
dardized patient checklist feedback, from an individual CCX case. Scoring provides
a ‘big picture’ view of student performance, as well as the ability to drill down to
review detail on each user’s response to individual items in the case. 

The Multicase Performance (MCP) Utility - Instructors and committees review and
set standards for evaluating individual and group performance on multiple patient
cases.

New User Tip

Before you assign a CCX exam to students, we recommend that you work through an exam
just as you would ask students to do. This will help you become familiar with the structure
and presentation of the CCX exam. 

If you are using a pre-authored Virtual Patient case, working through the exam will provide
insight into the difficulty of the case, the key findings, and the criteria that you might want
to change or add. Most text data can be edited as well.

Keep in mind the educational level of your students and any specific teaching objectives as
you complete the case. After you complete the case, you can click Student Record Files and
create a ‘group’ to review your own workup and how it was scored. This information will
help you decide whether or not you would like to edit patient data and/or evaluation
criteria.



Creating a New Patient Case Installing an Existing Patient Case
Step 1. Specify the patient name, gender, and the
patient type (adult, pediatric, infant); Specify the
directory where your new case will be installed.

Click Management Utility>Create New Case

Step 2. Once your case is created and installed into a directory, the Edit Case Data link allows you to enter/edit the
types of information shown below and allows you to control which tasks will be included in your case. The items
you edit will differ depending on the Case Options you choose and whether you are using a Standardized Patient
or a Virtual Patient to deliver history and physical exam data.

Click Management Utility>Select your directory and case>Edit Case Data

Editing Case Data

Step 1. Select the case you want to install; Place it in the
directory of your choosing. Specify whether the
directory/
case are visible from the front page.

Step 3. Granting Users Access
To allow users to access your case, you must enter usernames and passwords for the case or group of cases. You
must also ‘show’ your Directory and Case. 

Click Management Utility>Usernames and Passwords
Click Management Utility>Install, Show or Hide Cases

Editing Case Data

What is this? Standardized Patient Virtual Patient

Patient Intro Brief text description of the patient (REQUIRED) √ √

Patient Chart Text of pt. chart displayed on login (REQUIRED) √ √

Diagnostic Studies (labs) Edit lab results for the patient √ √

Management Add questions to management items √ √

Evaluate Set scoring criteria for the case (REQUIRED) √ √

SP Data Specify checklist items for SP (optional) √ n/a

Instructions Enter instructions for each active screen √ √

Case Options Specify tasks user must complete; (REQUIRED)
Set limits on user entries/selections √ √

Query Enter questions users must answer in the exam √ √

Appearance Brief description of Virtual Pt. appearance n/a √

Image Select a Virtual Pt.  image from the gallery n/a √

Interview Edit Virtual Pt. responses to interview questions n/a √

Exam Edit Virtual Pt. physical exam results n/a √

Step 4. Recording data from a Standardized Patient Encounter or  Virtual Patient Encounter
Users either see a Standardized Patient or work up a Virtual Patient to gather H&P data. Users log in to the case
software to order lab tests and record findings, diagnoses and treatment. Simultaneously, SPs can log in to
record their responses to checklist items. 

Your CCX site>Directory Name>Case Name>log in with assigned username/password

Step 5. Evaluating Records
After users complete a case, the record of student and SP entries (if an SP is used) is available for instructor re-
view and evaluation, either individually or as a group.

Click Management Utility>Student Record Files

CCX Software Flow
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Your program’s Top Level Administrator will provide you a user name and password to
allow you to access the CCX Management Utility at a URL similar to the one shown
below.

https://yourschool.ccx.com
Navigate to your school’s site and click the Management Utility link.

Accessing the CCX Management Utility

Use your user name and password to log in to the Management Utility.  The
Management Index screen (shown below) will appear.

The first time you enter the software, you will either create a new case (either using an
SP or a virtual patient), or you will install an existing case into a directory that you will
create.
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You can create a new case using either a Standardized Patient (SP) or a Virtual Patient. 
Click Create New Case on the Management Index screen. •

Type in the first and last names of your patient.•

Enter a name for the directory in which you want to install your new case (or, if•
a directory already exists, you may select it from the list and install your case
there.) Your directory will always begin with your username. The directory
name will appear to students when they access the exam.

Note: You should not use “DxR” as the complete name of any of the directories, although you can include “DxR”
as part of the directory name.

Select the gender and•
type of patient case
you want to create
(adult, pediatric, or
infant). 

Click Install Case and•
then click Continue.

Click Edit Case Data.•
Select the directory
and the case to open
the case and edit the
data.

Creating a New Case

You may require students to document history and physical exam information gath-
ered either from an encounter with a standardized patient or from a virtual patient
case.  
If you use a Standardized Patient, you may edit all or only selected data in the first set
of buttons, starting with Patient Intro and ending with Query. 
If you are using a Virtual Patient case, you may edit any of the patient data except the
SP Checklists.

Note: 
When creating a new case, you MUST sup-
ply text/selections for the following items:

Patient Intro•
Patient Chart•
Case Options•
Evaluate•

All other functions are optional. We
strongly suggest that you first determine
the tasks you want users to complete, set
Case Options to reflect your choices, and
make entries/edits only in the tasks you
plan to include in your exam.
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Many of your choices on the Case Delivery Options screen will be driven by
whether you are using a Standardized Patient (SP) or a Virtual Patient case. 

Access Preferences

Patient Information: Check to allow
access to the Patient Intro and Patient
Chart.
Possible Diagnoses: Check to require
users to enter a list of possible diag-
noses.
Findings:   Check to require users to
enter a list of H&P findings gathered
from the patient encounter.
Virtual Patient:  Check to use a Virtual
Patient Case to deliver the H&P
information.  Note:  If you check this option,
you may enter/edit data for the Appearance,
Interview, Exam,  and HPI under the Virtual
Patient heading.
Most Likely Diagnoses: Check to re-
quire users to designate their most
likely diagnoses.
Support Possible Diagnoses: Check to require users to select the findings that sup-
port their Most Likely Diagnoses.
Preliminary Diagnosis Justification: Check to require users to enter a justification for
their preliminary diagnosis.
Diagnostic Studies: Check to allow access to the lab section of the case. If you enable
this option, you may customize the delivery of Diagnostic Study (Lab) information
using the following options in the Other case options: Include Lab Findings in RU;  Use
Interpret Tests; Use Delayed Tests; Use Justify Tests (Rationales);  and Use Test
Information.
Support Possible Diagnoses (two): Check to allow users to add Lab findings to their
Possible Diagnoses list after reviewing results of Diagnostic Studies.
Select Final Diagnoses: Check to require users to select a final diagnosis.
Diagnosis(es) Justification: Check to require users to enter a justification for the user’s
final diagnosis.
Problem List: Check to require students to list of all issues that are pertinent to
management , other than the chief complaint. If you check this option, students will
be able to enter their problem list at any time while working through the case.
Management Free Entry: Check to require students to type in a management plan.
Students also select the treatment mode and answer any Management questions you
enter.
Management Select from List: Check this option to allow access to develop a
management plan using a menu of treatment categories. Users must select a treat-
ment mode (In Hospital or Out Patient) before treatment categories are available. 
Show Delayed Tests: Check this option if you would like the results of some lab tests
to be delayed, simulating what happens in a real clinical setting. The test results will be
revealed once the user makes a final diagnosis. Users may then have the opportunity
to change the diagnosis and management based on the results of the delayed tests.
Other Issues: Check to require users to complete the survey on the Other Issues
screen.

Setting Case Delivery Options
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Other…

Time Allowed:  Enter the maximum time alloted for the user to complete the exam, ex-
pressed in minutes.
Text Limit: Enter the maximum number of characters the user may enter for any ONE
item. The program limit is 250 characters.
Interpret Text Limit:  Enter the maximum number of characters the user may enter in
the Interpretations field.
DxJ Text Limit:  Enter the maximum number of characters the user may enter in
recording a justification for the final diagnosis. The program limit is 4000 characters.
Maximum Findings: Enter the maximum number of H&P findings the user may enter
in the Findings list. 
Maximum Lab Findings: Enter the maximum number of findings the user may record
from the Diagnostic Studies results.
Maximum DDx: Enter the maximum number of Possible Diagnoses the user may enter.
Maximum Likely DDx:  Enter the maximum number of Most Likely Diagnoses the user
may select/enter.  This number should be less than the Maximum DDx. The maximum
number of items is 10.
Lab Cost Allowance:  Enter the maximum dollar cost of diagnostic tests that would be
reasonable for a user to order.

For Virtual Patient
Interview Maximum:  Enter the maximum number of Interview Questions the user
may ask in gathering History information from a Virtual Patient. 
Exam Maximum: Enter the maximum number of physical exams the user may perform
in gathering Physical Exam data from a Virtual Patient.
Lab Maximum:  Enter the maximum number of diagnostic tests the user may order for
a Virtual Patient.

Require Passwords: Check to require users to enter an assigned User Name and
Password to be able to enter an exam.
Include Lab Findings in RU:  Check to score the user’s findings from Diagnostic Studies
with the History and Physical findings.
Use Interpret Tests:  Check to require users to interpret the results of individual items,
including specified diagnostic tests.
Use Delayed Tests: Check to delay revealing the results of certain diagnostic tests until
after the user enters a final diagnosis. This action simulates what occurs in a real
clinical setting. Users may then be allowed to change their diagnosis and treatment
plan.
Use Justify Tests (Rationales): Check to require users to enter text justifying their
selection of certain diagnostic studies orders. 
Use Test Information:  Check to display the Lab Information, including the cost, the
normal result, the definition and possible implications of lab tests.

Treatment: Student Answers Default Question: Check to prompt the user to answer
the question, ‘What would be the purpose of this?’ when ordering a treatment choice.
History of Present Illness: Check to allow users to review the HPI information, replac-
ing the entire Present Illness category in the Interview when using a Virtual Patient
case.
Note: If you are using a Virtual Patient and enable this option, make sure your HPI Summary text (en-
tered using the HPI button under the Virtual Patient heading) includes all pertinent information that
students could gather from the Present Illness questions.
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Patient Chart Button (Required)
This feature allows you to enter/edit the text that will appear on the patient chart
when students log in. This may include the chief complaint and a brief case descrip-
tion. Click Save Changes to preserve your edits.

Patient Intro (Required)
This button allows you to enter/change the text of the Presenting Data displayed
when students first enter the CCX exam and in the Install, Show, Hide portion of the
Management Utility. Click Save Changes when you are done editing this information. 

Diagnostic Studies (labs)
Here you may enter the patient’s lab results if you are creating a new case, or you may
edit the patient lab results if you are working from an existing case. Follow these steps.

1. Select a lab category.

2. When the list of labs appears,
select the lab you want to
view/edit.

3. Click Order to go directly to
the lab results. If you are cre-
ating a new case, the default
normal results will be dis-
played. If you are editing an
existing case, the results for
this patient will appear.

4. Edit the text results in the
Result Text field as desired
and click Save Changes. You
also have the option to
change other parts of this
result (see below).

• Determine whether to in-
clude media for this
diagnostic study.

• Prompt users to justify their
request for this lab test (Justify Request is checked) OR remove a prompt to
justify the request (Justify Request is NOT checked. 

• Determine if the user must type in an interpretation of this lab result.

• (Optional) When an interpretation is required:  Type the text of an expert
opinion in the field labeled Consult. A user will be allowed to view the
information only after entering an interpretation for this item.

• Determine whether the result of this diagnostic test should be delayed. If you
decide to delay the lab results, you must also activate this function on the
Case Delivery Options screen.

• Edit as needed the text displayed in the Normal Result field. This text will be
displayed to students when they click the Test Info button or the Normal
button when selecting this test.

• If you want to change Lab Cost, edit that information in the field labeled Lab
Cost. The editable text in the Definition/Implications field includes a de-
scription of the lab test and what it is used for, followed by what an abnor-
mal result might imply.  To change the Test Description, edit the text before
the pipe symbol. Edit the information after the pipe symbol (shift+\) to
change what a lab result of Abnormal Indicates. Please do not remove the
pipe symbols.

5. Click Save Changes after you’ve made all the desired entries/edits.

You will set the scoring
criteria for the
Diagnostic Studies on
the Evaluate screen, so
keep a list of the labs
you will require users to
order.

NOTE

Some patient results
may contain formatting
for tables. It’s important
that you do not remove
formatting or markers,
since they are required
to access graphics,
links, and tables
associated with a
response or result.

NOTE
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Management (optional)
The Management Section contains no responses/results to edit. The Management
button allows you to attach questions to specific management items.

1. Select the category from the list on the left. A list of available management op-
tions within that category will appear.

2. Highlight the option that you are interested in and click Edit. 
By default No Question is attached to any management item in the CCX exam,•

meaning the student will not be prompted with any question when
selecting this item. 

If this setting is changed to the Default Question, then the question “What•
would be the purpose of this?” will appear if the user chooses this item. 

You also may select Custom Question to enter your own question. •

3. If you make changes, click Save.

Evaluate Button (required)
The Evaluate button allows instructors to set criteria used to score the CCX exam
that students will take. Instructors will:

Set scoring standards by determining Minimum Satisfactory Levels/Weights•
for categories within the exam, and the MSL for overall performance;

Set criteria for evaluating the user’s performance in the Data Collection and•
Data Interpretation categories in the exam;

Set standards for evaluating the user’s Management plan; and•

Determine the weight applied to Standardized Patient Satisfaction and con-•
tent-related Questions attached to the case.

The next few pages describe the steps in customizing the scoring criteria to meet
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your educational goals.

Weights and MSL

Click Evaluate and then click Weights & MSL to display a table where you can as-
sign relative weights and minimum satisfactory level scores to the various cate-
gories and sections within a CCX case. Overall Performance on the case is based
on scores from four categories: Data Collection, which is made up of SP H&P
Checklist and Diagnostic Studies; Data Interpretation, which includes scores for
Findings, DDx, DDx Support, Diagnosis, Dx Justification, Problem List, Interpreta-
tions, and Rationales; Management; Patient Satisfaction; and Questions.

Category weights for the Data Collection, Data Interpretation, Management,•
Patient Satisfaction, and Questions categories should total 100. If you are
not using a category or do not intend to include it in scoring, set its
weight to 0. Weights for the items within the Data Collection and Data
Interpretation categories should also total 100.  If you are not using or scor-
ing a task, set its weight to zero.

Minimum Satisfactory Levels are set at 70 by default and can be changed to a•
value between 0 and 100.  If you turn off access to a category or section,
you should set that section’s MSL to 0.

Click Save Changes when you are finished.•

Data Collection: Diagnostic Tests

If you give users access to ordering Diagnostic
Studies, click the Diagnostic Tests button to set
the evaluation criteria for the task of ordering
appropriate Diagnostic Tests. 

In the field on the Diagnostic Studies List
screen, you will type in the list of Diagnostic
Studies that the user should have ordered, list-
ing each criterion on a separate line. You
should also include the following information:

the point value you want to assign to each1
item;

a ‘y’ or an ‘n’ denoting required or not2
required;

the name of the lab test;3

synonyms (equivalents) for the lab test. 4

Each test should be listed on a separate line and each element should be sepa-
rated from the next by a pipe symbol (shift+\). Here is an example:

1|N|Complete Blood Count|CBC

Click Save Changes when you have finished adding all diagnostic tests that you
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expect users to include in their workup.

Data Interpretation

The buttons in the Data Interpretation category allow you to set specific scoring
criteria for each task that you expect students to complete in the CCX case.  

Review the list of buttons  -- Findings, DDx, Diagnosis, Dx Justification, Problem
List, Interpretations, and Rationales -- and identify the sections of the case that
you have enabled and plan to include in scoring.  

Click the button for each task that you have enabled in the case to edit the criteria
for that task.

In the field provided, type in your list of criteria for that task following this format,
separating each element with the pipe symbol (shift+\):

the point value you want to assign to each item;•

a ‘y’ or an ‘n’ denoting required or not required;•

the criteria item;•

synonyms (equivalents) for the criterion. •

Example:  1|Y|chronic obstructive pulmonary disease|COPD

NOTE: If you don’t want to include a particular task in your CCX case, there is no need to enter

criteria for it.

DDx Support

Use this feature if you require users to support their diagnostic hypotheses with
findings from the patient history, physical exam, or diagnostic studies results. Type
in or select the minimum number of findings the user should choose to support
the list of Most Likely Diagnoses.

Management

If you require users to specify a patient management plan, the Management but-
ton allows you to list each of the Management choices that you would expect the
user to include in a plan to treat the patient. Use the same format specified for the
other criteria, shown in the example below, with elements separated by pipe sym-
bols (shift+\):

Example: 1|N|Medication-Bronchodilator|Medication-albuterol

Click Save Changes when your Management criteria list is complete.

When listing your
scoring criteria, it’s
important to list as
many synonyms -- or
equivalents -- of each
criterion as possible,
especially when the
user freely enters a text
response. This increases
the chance that the
user’s entries will match
at least one of your
criteria synonyms. 

SyNONyMS
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SP Data
If users will see a Standardized Patient to gather history and physical findings, you
may glean information from the standardized patient encounter that can be eval-
uated as part of the student’s
performance. You may choose to include
any of the following:

A checklist that helps you analyze the•
student’s performance in gather-
ing important patient history data;

A checklist for the student’s•
performance in conducting the ap-
propriate/expected physical
exams;

Patient Satisfaction checklists, survey-•
ing the SP on the interaction with
the student, including the
student’s greeting, rapport with
the SP, the student’s focus, de-
meanor, and closing of the patient
encounter;

Create and name your own H&P or SP•
Satisfaction checklist.

To edit the items that are included in a
checklist, select the sublist and then click
Edit Sublist. The items that are included in
that sublist will appear for you to edit.

Each question item will be listed on a•
separate line, with pipe symbols
(shift+\) separating each
question/response element.

To include this information in scoring,•
values should also be assigned to
the answer choices. Each SP choice
will be followed by a slash, fol-
lowed by the point value assigned
to that response.

Your checklist items may be Yes/No•
questions, or they may require the
SP to respond using a scale. 

If you edit a checklist, click Save Sublist to save your work.•

Below are some examples of how you may want to format your SP checklist items. 

Example format, Yes/No format:

Checklist item A|Yes/1|No/0

Asked about current medications|Yes/1|No/0

Example format, Scale format:
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Checklist scale item B|Lowest Rating/1|Middle Rating/2|Highest Rating/3

Treated me with courtesy and respect|Poor/1|-/2|-/3|-/4|Excellent/5

Instructions
You may customize the instructions that
appear to students on each screen that
you include in the CCX exam. 

Click  Instructions. The screen dis-•
plays the default text instructions
that appear to students on each
screen in the CCX exam. 

You may edit the text as needed, to•
provide your students special in-
structions on your expectations
for completing the tasks in the
exam.

Note: Instructions are formatted using basic
HTML tags for paragraph breaks and basic text
formatting. It is important that you have a clos-
ing tag for every opening tag: 

<p> at the start of a paragraph and </p>  to mark the end of a paragraph; 
<i> denotes italic text </i> within the tags.

Click Save Changes if you made edits.•

Query
The Query function allows you the option of adding Multiple Choice, True/False, or
Short Answer content questions to screens within
the case. This allows you to quiz student on case
content at key points as they are completing their
workup.

Click Query.1

Select the type of question you want to create:2
Multiple Choice, True/False, or Short Answer.

Enter a unique question identifier.3

Select the screen where you want your question4
to appear. 

Type in the text of the question (and for M/C5
questions, the answer choices), select the cor-
rect answer choice for M/C and T/F questions,
and type in any comment you want the
student to see after answering the question. 

Click Done to add your question to the exam. 6

If you are using a Standardized Patient, your work in setting up the content and scoring standards for the CCX
exam is complete. You can skip to User Names and Passwords and Install, Show, Hide to allow students access to
your exam.
If you are using a Virtual Patient, continue to the next pages for instructions on editing patient history and
physical exam data.
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Caution: Because the CCX exam is timed, please use discretion in the number and com-
plexity of the questions you add, as this feature also adds to the amount of time required to
complete the exam.

If you plan to use a Virtual Patient case as the vehicle to present the patient history
and physical exam data to students, you may enter/edit the data, using the but-
tons under the Virtual Patient heading (Appearance, Image, HPI, Interview, and
Exam).  

Edit Note: If you edit the data from an
existing case,  it is important for you to
edit the same data in ALL locations where
the data may exist within that case. 

Appearance
Click the Appearance button to edit•

text that appears to the user upon
entering the Physical Exam sec-
tion of the case. 

Text may include height, weight,•
and any remarkable characteris-
tics that the user would notice
upon encountering a real patient.  

Note: Use the basic HTML line break tag <br> to
denote a line break in formatting this text.

Click Save Changes to preserve your edits.•

Patient Image
Click Patient Image if you want to select/change the patient picture that will ap-
pear to users on the patient Chart
and in the patient physical examina-
tion. 

Click on an image from the•
gallery of available patient
pictures to choose it as your
new image. A thumbnail

Editing Virtual Patient Data
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HPI
If you plan to use an HPI summary to replace the questions in the Present Illness
category of the patient Interview, click HPI to enter/edit the text.  This information
will appear to students only if you’ve marked History of Present Illness in the Case
Options. 

Interview
In this section, you may enter or change the patient’s responses to Interview

questions. You may also require students to justify certain requests for information
or to interpret the patient’s response. You may provide students with an expert
opinion in the form of Consult Text after they make the interpretation and you
may attach a picture or a sound to an item.

If you are authoring a new virtual patient case and you are not using HPI summary
text, you will need to enter responses to all questions in the Present Illness,
Lifestyles, Medical History, and Psychosocial categories. In all of the review of sys-
tems categories, normal responses are provided by default and may be edited as
needed. 

Select a category, and when the list of questions appears, select a question.1

Click Ask to see the existing response, if any.2

Change/enter the patient response in the Result Text field as desired.3

You may also:
Add Media as the patient result.•

Check the box marked Ask User to Justify Request to explain why they re-•
quested this information. If the “justify request” box is already marked, click
inside the box if you want to
remove the prompt to justify
the selected item.

Click inside the Interpret box to•
require the student to type in
an interpretation for the
patient’s response.

Optional:  Type the text of an ex-•
pert opinion in the field
marked Consultant Text.
Students will be allowed to
access the information from
this text field only after they
enter an interpretation of the
interview response associated
with the text.

Click Save Changes.4
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Exam
In the exam section, you may change the patient’s physical exam results as well as
ask the students to justify their exam choices. You may also require the students to
interpret the patient’s exam results and provide them with an expert opinion in
the form of Consult Text.

To edit exams, follow these steps.

Click the body view (using the small patient icons) that includes the body part you1
want to examine.

Click the exam tool you want to use.2

Select the body part from the list that appears.3

When the exam results appear, make changes as needed in the field labeled Result4
Text.

You may also:
• Add Media as the patient result.

• Check the box marked Ask User
to Justify Request to explain
why they requested this
information. If the “justify
request” box is already marked,
click inside the box if you want
to remove the prompt to jus-
tify the selected item.

• Click inside the Interpret box to
require the student to type in
an interpretation for the
patient’s response.

• Optional: Type the text of an ex-
pert opinion in the field
marked Consultant Text.
Students will be allowed to
access the information from this text field only after they enter an
interpretation of the exam result associated with the text.

Click More Tests & Exams, select an item from the three lists (Observations, Maneu-5
vers, and Mental Status) then change the results as desired for the chosen exam
in the field labeled “Result Text”.  Click Vital Signs to edit the patient’s vital signs.
Change the results for these values in the Result Text field as desired and click
Save Changes. Please note that making changes under Vital Signs will not
change patient data for other exams displaying the same information. Edit
them separately.

Click Save Changes when you are done making changes to this exam.6

Print Case Data & Save To Core
After you have made all the changes you want to the case data, you may print it
for your own review or that of collaborators, using the Print Case Data button.

You may also save your edited case to the ‘core’ of your CCX site, so that it is avail-
able for installation into other directories by you or another instructor. To do this,
click Save To Core and follow the on-screen prompts.
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There are up to three steps to allowing users access to your CCX Exam:
Making your case available/visible within a directory on your CCX site (using•

the Install, Show, Hide feature); and,

Entering Usernames and Passwords for your permitted users.•

(opt.) If you are using a Standardized Patient, your Top Level Administrator•
must create a Standardized Patient account for your SP to have access to the
SP Utility. 

Creating Directories and Installing Directories
CCX exams are installed into directories. If you are teaching/evaluating a particular
set of diagnostic skills or are covering specific subject matter you may choose to
name your directories after the skill or subject matter. If you teach more than one
class or students at varying levels of education, you may choose to name your di-
rectories after the classes. You can
install the same case in multiple direc-
tories and set different grading
criteria for each instance.

You can provide students with access
to the exam links, or you can provide
HTML links from your own Web pages
directly to specific cases.

You may begin creating directories
and creating exams within them any
time after your site is made available to you.

Open the Management Utility and click Install, Show, or Hide Cases. A screen will1
appear, displaying any directories that have already been created in your ac-
count.

Type the name of the directory you would like to create into the text box labeled2
‘New Directory.’ Use only alpha-numeric characters when entering your directory
name. Click Create when you are done. 

If you want to install only some of the cases in the list, click inside the box preceding3
the names of each case you would like to install into this directory, and then click
Install Cases. Click Continue to verify your choices.

If you want to install all the cases in the list, click Toggle All Cases and then click4
Install Cases. All the cases in the list will be installed into your directory.

Note: Each directory can contain only 12 cases. If you install more than 12 cases
into a single directory, the program will divide the cases into groups of 12 for dis-
play.

• If you choose to have a technical support person install your cases into direc-
tories, you will need to provide that person with your instructor account
credentials, the names of the directories you would like to create and the
cases that should be contained in each directory.

• Directory names may be chosen by case subject, course number, or almost
any other cue that will help you remember the directory and its contents.

• Cases that are available for installation are arranged into categories by Pre-
senting Situation. Any cases that you edit and save to the core of your site

Granting Users Access

You should not use

“DxR” as the complete

name of any of the

directories, although

you can include “DxR”

as part of the directory

name.

ALER T!
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will be saved in the ‘Custom’ cases category.

Adding Cases to an Existing Directory
After you’ve installed your initial cases into a directory, you may decide later that
you would like to add another case to the same
directory. To do this, follow these steps.

Click the Install, Show, or Hide Cases link on1
the Management Utility Home screen. On
the Directories screen, scroll down to see
the list of directories and cases installed on
your site. Find the directory to which you
want to add cases.

Click the Add Cases to this Directory button at2
the bottom of the case list.

Select the cases you’d like to add and then3
click Install Cases.

Note: When you add a case or cases to an existing
directory, they will remain 'invisible' on your site
until you mark both the directory and case as
'visible' and then click Save Changes to this
Directory.

Hiding/Showing Directories and Cases
After you create a directory or directories on your CCX site, you can also determine
whether the directories or the cases within them are visible to those who gain
access to the site. For example, using the Show/Hide features, you can install all
the cases you plan to use during a semester with your class and then make those
cases visible (accessible) to students who have a username and password. Show-
ing a directory and case means students who are assigned the case can log in and
complete it.

To hide or show a directory on your CCX site, follow
the steps listed below.

From the Management Utility Index screen, click
the Install, Show, or Hide Cases link. When the di-
rectories screen appears, you will see a list of all di-
rectories created with your account and a list of the
cases installed within them. A checkmark in the box
preceding the directory name means that directory
is visible and accessible to students with a user-
name and password for that exam. A case will be visible to users only when the
directory that contains it is  also marked as visible.

To hide a directory, uncheck the box next to the directory name by clicking in-•
side it. Click Save Changes. Your directory and any cases within that
directory will now be invisible on the main page on your site. 

To show a directory, check the box next to the directory name by clicking in-•
side it. Click Save Changes. Your directory and any cases preceded by a
checkmark within your directory will be visible on the main page of your
site. To make a case visible, check the box associated with the case name.
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Any cases preceded by a checkmark will be visible on the home page of
your site, if the directory containing the case is also preceded by a  checkmark.

Editing/Deleting Directories
If your administrator has activated this feature for your account, you can edit the
name of your directory or delete a directory (please see CAUTION below).

• To Edit a Directory: From the Install, Show, Hide screen, click Edit Directory.

• To rename your directory, enter a new name for
your directory and then click Rename
Directory.

• To delete a directory, click Delete.

CAUTION: Please note that deleting a directory with cases will
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also delete all student records associated with those cases and cannot be recovered.

Entering User Names and Passwords
To allow yourself and/or your students access to a CCX case, you should first click
the User Names/Passwords link to enter approved user names and passwords. 

Using care in how you determine the names and passwords will ease the process
of logging in to a case. User names are NOT case sensitive, but passwords ARE case
sensitive. Each time a user (either you or a student) accesses a case, he/she must
type in a user name/password that is among those entered for that case (See
Note).

Users who deviate by including extra spaces or by changing the case of a charac-
ter in the password won’t be able to access the patient case, so it’s important that
you make students aware of the format for their user names and passwords.

Step 1. Creating an access list for users

When giving a group of students access to a case or group of cases, we recom-
mend that you create your lists of user names and passwords using a plain text ed-
itor following the format specified below. Save the file as plain text. If you use a
word processor such as Microsoft® Word® or Apple, Inc. Pages®, enable the feature
that allows you to see spacing and other formatting marks that would otherwise
be invisible. (See Hint.) You can then copy and paste your list into the Add Users to
Case field.

Step 2. Formatting User Names & Passwords

The format for entering user names and passwords is as follows:

jjohnson/456abc
• Any letter, uppercase or lowercase, or any number may be used. Hyphens

such as in an ID number are permitted, but slashes may only be used to sep-
arate the user’s name from his/her password. A forward slash (/) must sepa-
rate the user name from the password in your list.

• Press Enter (Return) after each user name/password combination since each
combination must be on its own line.

• Names should use only regular letters and/or numbers. A space between the
first and last name is OK.

• Names must be unique.

• Passwords can contain letters, numbers and hyphens but no other non-al-
phanumeric character.

• Passwords do not need to be unique, though this is preferable.

• A password can be the student’s ID number, complete with dashes. Out of
concern for the user’s privacy, however, some instructors may choose to use
only the last four digits of the student’s ID number.

Most word processing appli-
cations include a function
that allows you to see mark-
ings, such as spaces, that are
not otherwise visible. (This
function may be accessed
under the preferences settings
for the word processing
application.) Choose this op-
tion to help determine if
you’ve included extra spaces
in your User names and Pass-
words format. We also recom-
mend that you keep your
formatting as simple as
possible. Avoid any tabs or
extra spaces within the
password.

HINT

Cases have the Require
Passwords preference
turned ON by default. If
you don’t want to force
students to enter a
password in order to
enter the case, you may
turn OFF this
preference in setting
Case Delivery Options.

NOTE
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Step 3. Entering your user names/passwords

Navigate to the Index screen of the CCX Management Utility and click User
Names/Passwords to go to that screen.

A. To enter new user names for either a single case or for all cases in a particular
directory, follow these steps:

• Select the directory containing the case(s) for which you want to add users.

• Select the individual case or click ALL CASES (to add your user list to all cases
in that directory). A list of existing users will appear in the field labeled
Current Users In Case.

• If you are adding a
list of user
names, go to
your text editor,
copy the list
you’ve created,
and paste it into
the field labeled
Add Users to
Case (shown in
Figure 5).

If you are adding a•
single user, type
the user name
and password
into the field
labeled Add
Users to Case.

• Click Create Users
to create the user
name(s) and
password(s) you
just entered.

B. To change an individ-
ual user name/password
that is already entered for a case, select the directory name and then select the
case name. Select the user you want to edit from the Current Users field and then
click Edit User. Type in your changes and click OK.

C. To remove a user’s access to a case and permanently delete the user’s associ-
ated records, select the directory and then the case. In the Current Users field,
select the user name you want to delete and click Delete User.

Caution: Deleting a user name/password is a permanent action that discards not only
the user name/password but also the student records associated with it.

Note: You can select multiple user names/passwords for deletion.

PC users: Hold down the control key while clicking on the names you want to
select and then delete, or press the shift key to select a string user names.

Mac users: Hold down the Command key while clicking on the names you
want to select and then delete, or press the shift key to select a string user
names.
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Creating Standardized Patient Accounts (TLA instructions)

Only Top-level administrators (TLAs) create accounts for Standardized Patients to
gain access to the SP Utility.  SP users will then use an account created by the TLA
to log in to a different URL to record their responses to SP Checklists.

The TLA will follow the steps below:

Log in to your TLA account.1

On the Manage Faculty Users screen,2
click Show SP Users.

Enter the SP user name and Password,3
confirm the password, and click Add
New SP User.

Provide the SP User name and Password4
to the standardized patient for the
chosen case.

Each SP user account may be used to log in
to any case in any directory that is visible
(shown) on your CCX site, so it is important
to provide SP users with complete instruc-
tions, including the URL of the SP Utility,
the directory name and case that you want
them to log into.

Note: After an SP account is created, it can’t be deleted. However, the password may be changed

by clicking the gear icon associated with that account. It may also be locked, which disables the

account from being used to log into the SP Utility.
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The CCX Record Utility provides you with a detailed analysis of your students’
performance and investigative process. Each Student Activity Record includes
data on the student’s selections in the various parts of a CCX case. We encourage
you to review the student responses, as well as the computer’s analysis of the
student’s diagnosis and diagnostic hypotheses list. The review will help you gauge
the degree of conformity between your evaluation and the computer’s initial eval-
uation based on the case author standards. A careful review will enable you to
give students more meaningful feedback on their performance. You can change
the evaluation criteria and then reevaluate student performance using the revised
criteria. You can also print reports for your review and for students. In addition, the
Record Utility can generate statistical information regarding items in the CCX case.

Viewing Individual Records and Setting Up Evaluation Groups

To view individual records and set up group records for evaluation, click the
Student Record Files link on the Management Utility screen.

• To view and set up a group to evaluate, select the directory and the case
within it from which you wish to retrieve records. Click Review Records. You
will see a page which displays the list of user names associated with your se-
lected case. You will now be able to view a specific record, delete a record,
or set group records to be evaluated.

• To view a specific record, select it in the User List field then click View
Record(s).

• To delete a specific
record, select the
user name in the
User List field, and
then click Delete
Record(s). Caution:
This deletes the
complete student
record! It does not
delete the user name
and password asso-
ciated with it. You
might use this fea-
ture if you are allow-
ing students to use
the case as a practice
case and want to
allow them to reen-
ter the case after
they’ve completed it
once.

• To set a group of records for evaluation, select all records in the User List that
you would like to score together. Click 'Set Group Records. ‘ Enter a name for
this group in the Group Name box, then click Evaluate Group. A window ap-
pears alerting you that the Evaluation is complete. Click OK. Select the eval-
uated group to be viewed and click View Evaluated Records. 

You may also delete a group you have set up. Deleting a group does not delete•
the student records associated with it. To delete the group, just select it in
the Evaluated Groups section and click Delete A Group.

Analyzing Student Records in the Record Utility
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Index Screen
The Index screen displays the Statistics and Criteria buttons used to navigate to
those screens in the Record Utility. The student users list can be used to navigate
to a specific student’s records.

The Index screen lists the records of all students whose records have been se-•
lected to be evaluated in this group.

The Hide Names box is checked by default, meaning you will not see the user’s•
name when you navigate to a student record. If the Hide Names box is NOT
checked,  students’ names will be displayed on the student’s Record Screen.

To navigate to an individual student's record, click the record or name on the•
Student Activity Record. The selected student's record will be displayed to
the right.

Use up or down arrows on your keyboard or click the arrows in the frame of•
the student list to move from one student's record to another.

Click Statistics or Criteria at the top of the screen to access those pages.•

•

After you have completed
your evaluation of records,
navigate to the Statistics
screen and click Export
Data to create a file
containing data that can
be imported into a
spreadsheet program for
making charts, graphs, or
other types of reports on
user performance. Data
are exported as a text file
that can be imported into
your chosen spreadsheet
program.

EXPOR T DATA
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Viewing and Evaluating Records
Record Screen
The Record screen exhibits data on an individual user’s overall performance and
performance in individual categories of the Clinical Competency Exam. It also com-
pares the user’s scores with the average group performance. The user’s name and/or ID
and the case name will appear at the top left of the screen.  Refer to the information on
the following pages to learn about the parts and features of the Record screen.

The left side of the Student Activity Record screen exhibits a summary of the user’s
performance on the Clinical Competency Exam patient case. 

The Record screen exhibits a raw score and a percentage score for each section•
of the Clinical Competency Exam. 

Click a specific  case section on the Records screen to open the Matching•
screen for that section to see a summary of user entries and performance.
For example, to view user entries in the Findings section, click Findings from
the section list. This will open the Findings matching screen (matching
screens described below), detailing the user’s responses. 

Click History and Physical Exam Checklist to see the points earned from gath-•
ering data from the standardized patient, if applicable;

Click Patient Satisfaction to points earned from Standardized Patient•
responses to questions about their satisfaction with their encounter with
the student, if applicable.

The right side of the screen displays the “weight” assigned to each category, the min-
imum satisfactory level and the user’s category score. A checkmark will appear
next to the categories that the user completed with a “satisfactory” score. An “X”
will appear next to categories for which the user received an “unsatisfactory”
score.

You will see a summary bar of overall group performance next to each category and•
the student’s overall score.  Average Group scores and the Minimum Satisfactory
Levels in the various categories are expressed in percentages. The range of user
scores within a group is represented by a green bar on the screen.  The score of
the user whose record is under review is marked with a blue triangle. Roll over
the red triangle to see the average group score. A bar | represents the Minimum
Satisfactory Level for category and overall performance.

Because some user
responses are “free text”
entries, the user scores
you see initially may be
low. Scores will rise as
you move through the
Record Utility and
manually match
answers with your
criteria.

NOTE
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Click Complete Records to see a list of the user’s responses, in the order they•
were entered, with the time of entry recorded;

Click Student Comment to review any observations entered by the user on the•
Other Issues screen at the end of the patient case or in the Notes function
on the Lab screen or the Management screen.

Click Notes to Student to type in any notes you wish to make to the student. •

You can use the Print button to print notes, or to copy notes to email to a•
student.

At the lower right of the Record screen, you will see any Self-Assessment data entered
by the user. You will also see:

The completion times for the individual user, the group average, and the al-•
lowed completion time;

You will also see an accounting for the lab costs incurred by the user compared•
to the group average and the instructor’s cost estimate;

The user’s report of prior experience with such cases (Seen/Read); and•

The student’s self-evaluation of their confidence level in their reasoning•
process and management plan.

To calculate the Overall Score, multiply each category score by the category’s
weight, and then total those figures. To calculate the category score, divide the
user’s score by the total possible.  To satisfactorily complete a category with a
required item, the user must receive credit for the required item AND must attain
the Minimum Satisfactory Level in that category. If either of these criteria isn’t met,
the user will receive an “unsatisfactory” rating for that category. If the category
contains no required items, the user must simply receive the MSL to receive a
satisfactory category mark. If a user receives an unsatisfactory mark in a required
category, he/she will receive an unsatisfactory rating for the entire case. (It won’t
affect the numeric score.)

SCORING NOTE
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Matching Screens
Most sections for which there is data have a corresponding Matching screen. The ex-
ceptions are History and Physical Exam and Patient Satisfaction checklists. (The check-
list buttons will open a new window where you can see scoring for individual checklist
questions.)
Diagnosis justification, interpretations, and rationales can be scored using matching
criteria if they have been entered, but faculty often choose to grade these items by
reading student entries and then assigning a percent score. 

On Matching screens, the user responses are listed in the box on the left, while
instructor responses are listed on the right. Matched items will appear in bold type.

Click one of the section buttons to:
review user responses in that category•

of the CCX exam;

match or remove matches from users’•
entries/selections for diagnostic
studies, findings, possible diagnoses
(Dx), support of diagnoses, diagnosis,
problem list, management, and
questions. You may choose to
“match” user responses that the com-
puter couldn’t recognize as correct
due to alternate wording. You may
also click on a matched item in the
Instructor list to see what it’s
matched to in the student list;

rate users’ justifications for diagnosis(es)•
entered on the diagnosis matching
screen.

TO MATCH OR REMOVE MATCHES FROM ITEMS ON THE MATCHING SCREENS:
Click the items from the two lists that you want to match. •

Items will appear in bold when they are matched. •

Matched items will be moved to the bottom of the list. As items are matched,•
the number in the User Matched section will rise (as will the user score listed
at the bottom of the screen) when you click the Refresh button, or Close the
window. 

To remove a match, click on the item in the instructor list. The bold text will re-•
vert to plain text. 

Click Refresh or Close to see the effect on the student's score.•

Matching Note

An item in the user’s list can
be matched with multiple
items in the instructor’s list.
However, a single item in the
instructor’s list cannot be
matched with multiple items
in the user’s list.
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Statistics Screen
The Record Statistics screen lists all sections within the Clinical Competency Examina-
tion and allows you to view the number of users who matched items within a chosen
category, as well as the number and percentage of users who completed that section
of the exam with a satisfactory score. 

Click the CCX exam section for which you wish to see data. Detail of the item(s)•
and number of
users who matched
the item(s) will ap-
pear in the box on
the right side of the
screen.

Click the item to view•
the lists of users
who matched the
item and who failed
to match the item.

Click Export Data to•
export all category
statistics to a delim-
ited text file that
can be opened in a
spreadsheet appli-
cation.

Criteria Screen
The Criteria screen allows you to:

see and adjust the point values assigned to appropriate responses for each•
category of the exam;

add synonyms to the items you have already listed;•

add new criteria items to your existing lists;•

and adjust the category and/or section weights.•

To Edit an existing criteria item, click the criteria item. In the window that appears,
you may:

Add synonyms to existing items already listed by using a pipe symbol (shift+\)•
and typing the synonym next to the equivalent phrase.

Change the point value assigned to a criteria item by highlighting the existing•
value in the window
and typing in the
new value.

Click Change to record•
your criteria
changes.

Click Save Changes to•
write your changes
to the case criteria.

Click Rescore to apply•
the criteria changes
to student records
in this group. 
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To add a new criteria item:

Click Add Criteria Item. A default criteria placeholder will be added to the end of the1
list, using this format:

0|N|new 

Click the criteria item to open the edit window, and edit the item as described2
above.

Assign a point value to the3
new criteria item by
typing the new value in
the just prior to the first
pipe symbol.

(Optional) Mark the item4
as Required by chang-
ing N to R.

Click Change to record the5
change to the criteria
item.

Click Save Changes to6
record your criteria
changes.

To apply your changes to7
your group of student
records, you must click
Rescore.

To revise the weights you previously assigned to each category:

Click Weights and MSLs. 1

Highlight the category or2
component weight and
type in a new value.
Weights are expressed as
percentages. The weight
total for all sections
within each category, and
the added weights of all
categories must total
100-percent. 

Click Save Changes before3
you leave this screen.

To apply your criteria edits4
and additions to all
records in the group, click
Rescore.

After your evaluation of user records is complete, you
can return to the Statistics screen to export the data to
an application that accepts files saved in a comma-
delimited format.

EXPOR T NOTE
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Viewing and Evaluating Individual Performance
Instructors may use the data gathered and evaluated in the Multicase
Performance Utility to assess performance in individual skill areas and across a
range of cases. 

Using the MCP

1. To compare a number of groups of
evaluated case records, log in to the
Management Utility. On the Case
Management Index screen, click Mul-
ticase Performance Utility. You will
see a list of all directories and cases
on your school’s site. The name of
each evaluated group of records will
appear below each case, with a
checkbox next to the group name.  

2. Click the checkbox next to all groups
of evaluated records that you would
like to compare in the MCP.

3. Scroll to the bottom of the screen, and
enter a name for this MCP in the field labeled “MCP Name.” Use a name that will
make sense to you. For example, ‘2016 Fall Cases.’ Click Create MCP. The screen
that appears will display the name you entered for the MCP at the top. Below the
MCP name will be a list of all students whose records were selected to include in
this MCP.

Multicase Performance Utility
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Interpreting Information Provided in the MCP Report

1. To see an individual student’s performance, click the student’s name in the list. You
will see a table that shows student’s overall performance, and performance for
each Category and section, for every group of graded records that you included
in the MCP. 

2. Click Case_Data for information
about group performance for the
set of cases in the MCP.  
Number of Students Who Passed•

Each Section by Case – You will
see a table that shows the name
of the evaluated group on the
left, and across the screen, for
each group, the number of
students who passed the Over-
all Case, and the number who
passed each Category and each
Section. 

Number of Cases Passed -  You will•
also see the number of cases
passed students. For example, if
there are 15 students in the
group of 5 cases evaluated in
the MCP, the total possible
Cases passed is 5, and the total
number of students is 15. The
table will show how many
students passed 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
cases. 

Frequency of Overall Aver-•
age Scores - There is
also a table that shows
the average of every
student’s overall scores,
and the frequency of
those scores.

3. Click Performance to see information about the Overall Case Score for the graded
groups. You will see the average case score, and the range of average case scores.
You will also see the scores that make up the middle 50% of all scores, the num-
ber and percent of students who achieved 80% or above on the group of cases,
and the number and percent of students who failed the passing standard of 65%
for the overall case score.

4. Click Quartiles to see the Median average overall score. Students are sorted by
name into one of four groups, based on the average of their overall case scores.
The first set includes students with an average overall score in the bottom 25% of
group, the second group the next 25%, the third group the next 25%, and the top
25% of scores. 

To save the link to this set of records on your computer, right-click in the window
and select Save from the menu. Be sure to retain the file type as “html” when you
make this selection. To review the results, open the html file in a browser (double-
click the html file).
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